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Harris Interactive works with market leading
brands to help them maintain strong business
performance through building strong customer
relationships.
We identify clear and prioritised actions from
uncovering unmet customer needs, customer
experience inconsistency, strengths and weaknesses
in the marketplace, and key drivers of differentiation/
uniqueness.
By bringing our clients closer to their customers we
help them to stay ahead of their competitors and make
sense of the ever-changing world.

Here we share with you:
	Strengths and weaknesses of airline brand
relationships
What proportion of customers are fully connected
to disconnected
Who is best in class and why
Customer priorities and differences by connected
segment
How well airlines perform on what matters most to
customers
Airline leaders of Harris Adapt; ease of dealing with
and personalisation rankings

The insight within this report is from Harris Customer Power, our UK consumer relationship
benchmarking trends and insights platform covering 11 sectors and over 100 brands, sourced
through Toluna’s online panel.
It provides comprehensive customer relationship data and insight across 11 sectors and over 100 UK brands,
supporting customer retention and engagement decision making. It covers the following elements:
	
Harris Relationship & Energy Metrics

Connect customer hearts and minds with future
intentions to understand relationship strength and
sustainability. See which brands are the most
dynamic and innovative to attract new business.

	Harris Connected Customer Segmentation
Are your customers fully connected ambassadors
for your brand or are many only partly connected,
indifferent or even disconnected and at risk of
switching? How do they change with the actions
you take?
	Net Promoter Score
What is your advocacy strength against other brands?

	Harris Adapt – Ease of dealing with and
personalisation rankings
Your ranking on these increasingly critical measures.
	Ratings on over 20 service, product and
communications experiences
Identify and communicate your strengths and
differentiators, and take action on weaker areas to
better meet customer needs.
	Channel usage and satisfaction
Maps how well customer experiences match
changing needs from traditional and digital channels.
	How customers feel
Where they sit on the spectrum of being delighted,
feeling listened to, and treated fairly through to
feeling like a number, powerless and neglected.
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Technology is playing a part in reducing the
amount of personal interaction customers are
having with staff and employees of airline brands,
thereby changing the way in which they can build
strong relationships and loyalty.

For many other airline brands, differentiation is
also a challenge to be addressed through greater
perceived uniqueness.
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Treating customers fairly and as individuals,
listening more, and better solving problems and
issues are key to customers, and meeting
customer needs in these areas will serve to
promote strong customer relationships and
loyalty. Even the best brands could improve
further on these.

Airline relationships are relatively good overall,
particularly when compared to some other
industry sectors. However, there are large
differences between the best and weakest rated
airline brands. Nearly half (49%) of customers of
the strongest brand are Fully Connected customers,
whilst in contrast, the same proportion are
Indifferent for the weakest brand.
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Emotional engagement with airlines is lower than
rational engagement. Measures need to be taken
to create more trust and make customers feel more
valued, as this is important to the sustainability of
future relationships and retention.

In terms of customer interaction experience,
there is a huge gulf between the leading brands,
and the weaker brands; for most measures there
is a difference in top2box ratings of 45%-55%. For
those weakest airline brands there is a definite
need to improve their communications clarity
and relevance, their processes, and staff training
in the ‘softer’ skills.
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Virgin Atlantic, Emirates and British Airways are
the airlines consistently performing well across
the various metrics, and boast very good ratings
for relationship health and brand energy. In
addition, for Emirates and British Airways in
particular, there is a greater feeling of being a
part of a wider community. There is quite a gap
between these brands and other airlines.

Customers of airlines tend to feel they are not
rewarded for their loyalty. Despite the various
loyalty schemes offered by many airlines, this is
the lowest performing element for all but one of
the brands.

STRENGTH OF
RELATIONSHIPS
Building strong relationships within the airline
industry is challenging, with technology now playing a
key role in helping to shape the experience. Today’s
technology is reducing the amount of personal
interaction travellers are having with staff.
Technological developments feed the need of the
consumer to feel independent, and in control. Trends
in recent years have seen a marked increase in the
following three key factors that are changing customer
interaction with airlines:
	
Mobile Booking
Technology is making it easier to make airline
bookings and hotel reservations online – systems
offer the ability to book via a number of devices,
including mobile and tablet, cutting the time
needed to interact with the brand
	
DIY Travel
There are a multitude of online booking sites, along
with all businesses within the industry offering
online solutions. Travellers are thereby given the
tools to tailor the booking themselves, whether in
the form of a packaged holiday, or booking specific
flights for their journey

RATIONAL
– Overall satisfaction
– Likelihood to
recommend

AIRLINE
SECTOR

+

EMOTIONAL
– Values you as
a customer
– Trusted
relationship

+

INTENTIONAL
– Likelihood to fly again
– Preferred airline brand
– Unique vs other
airline brands

	
Self-service
Along with online check-in, and the introduction of
smartphones and tablets, there are increasingly
more and more travellers comfortable with serving
themselves in order to limit the amount of times
waiting around in queues checking in
Whilst offering customers the technology to enable the
activities named for the purpose of ease and speed, it is
limiting the level of personal interaction with travellers.
Now is an important time for airlines to delight through
a number of touchpoints to make sure customer
relationships are as strong as possible – whether from
personal interaction or technological offerings.
The Harris Relationship Score connects customers’
hearts and minds with their future intentions towards
a brand. It tells us how strong their relationships are,
whether they are more rationally or emotionally
driven, and how sustainable they are.

+

BRAND ENERGY
–
–
–
–

Dynamic
Ahead of the game
Innovative
Postive buzz

RELATIONSHIP SCORE 3.7 out of 5
Nearing ‘Very Good’ levels

CURRENT
RELATIONSHIP POSITION
1 Poor 2 Fair 3 Good 4 Very Good 5 Excellent

FUTURE
SUSTAINABILITY OF RELATIONSHIP AND BRAND ENERGY

The Airline industry rates fairly well, being similar to other service-led sectors like hotels, banking, and supermarkets.
Overall Sector Relationship Score 2015
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From the different metric component parts we can also see that customers are generally happy with their airline
relationships. Their satisfaction and advocacy levels are very good, and there appears to be a current sense of
loyalty as they suggest continuing to stay with their brand of choice.
However, there are suggestions that some airlines find it difficult to differentiate themselves in a highly
competitive marketplace, unable to offer travellers something more unique. Emotional engagement is notably
weaker than rational engagement, and improving emotional connectivity, particularly a feeling of trust, is a
potential route to drive differentiation.
Airline Sector Average – Relationship Metrics
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However, not all airlines perform the same. Across the various measures there appears to be a divide across the brands
covered within our Customer Power research, with large differences noted between the leading and weakest brands.
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The strongest brands are consistently seen as being Virgin Atlantic and Emirates, closely followed by British
Airways. This dominance could be as a result of these airlines being perceived as more premium, and offering
a broader range of destinations to passengers, but it is also a mark of their service levels.
Low cost airlines fall behind other airlines, with the least emotional attachment with passengers, of which Trust
is a key factor.

Relationship Metrics – Individual Brand Performance
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CONNECTED CUSTOMER
SEGMENTS
From the relationship metrics we create a connected
segmentation comprising of four customer groups;
Fully Connected, Partly Connected, Indifferent and
Disconnected.
The ideal outcome is to have a far higher proportion of
customers who are Fully Connected with your airline
brand. Given that these individuals are true ambassadors
spreading positive word of mouth about your brand,
they are more likely to choose to fly with that brand in
the future, and they have a bigger financial value
through being more persuasive to cross and up-selling.

Almost half (49%) of flyers using the highest performing
airline fall in the top category of being ‘Fully Connected’.
The next challenge for that brand is to convert those
‘Partially Connected’ customers, of which account for
just over a quarter (26%), in to the higher group.
In stark contrast, the weakest airline, is in a challenging
position with nearly half (49%) of its customers
considered ‘Indifferent’. Whilst ‘Indifferent’ customers
may continue to fly with an airline brand they have a
tendency to be more negative, and less satisfied with
any interaction they have with airline staff, and the brand
in general. When determining which airline to use for
travel, with brand loyalty at a low, more factors come
into play that can influence the decision-making process.

Proportion of Customers Connected
FULLY
CONNECTED
AIRLINE SECTOR
OVERALL (1946)
BEST
AIRLINE
WEAKEST
AIRLINE

33%
49%
14%

PARTLY
CONNECTED

INDIFFERENT

DISCONNECTED

32%
26%
26%

31%
22%
49%

4%
3%
11%

Airline sector top 2 box %
RELATIONSHIP
SCORE

98%

66%

16%

2%

BRAND
ENERGY
PERSONAL STAFF
CONTACT
SATISFACTION

86%

43%

12%

3%

97%

69%

17%

0%

TREATS
CUSTOMERS
FAIRLY

87%

51%

18%

5%

TREATED AS AN
INDIVIDUAL

82%

42%

20%

4%

NEEDS
UNDERSTOOD

80%

46%

24%

6%

SERVICE THEY
PROVIDE

88%

61%

28%

9%

Ambassadors

Not positively
spreading WOM

Apathy-based relationship/
negative WOM/resource
and cost intensive

High risk of switching/very
negative WOM/resource
and cost intensive

BRAND
ENERGY
As well as having strong relationships, it is critical for
brands to be seen as having energy or momentum in the
marketplace. To gauge momentum, within the survey
we probe specific factors including being innovative,
having positive buzz, and being seen as dynamic.
A brands momentum based on these factors can be
useful in indicating a brands outlook for the future.

As with the overall Relationship Score, the leaders of
brand energy are Virgin Atlantic and Emirates, followed
by British Airways, then there is a large gap before the
remainder of the competitive set, with Flybe having the
lowest momentum of all the brands.
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+
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In terms of passengers having a feeling of being part of a community, it is Emirates that leads the way (56% top 2
box), followed by British Airways (44%). Having a feeling of a community and togetherness helps customers feel
valued. Nearly three-quarters of all Fully Connected customers feel part of a wider community, compared to less
than one-third of Partly Connected customers, and 6% of those who are Indifferent and 1% who are Disconnected.

WHAT IS IMPORTANT
TO CUSTOMERS?
As already discussed, the role of technology is changing
the way passengers interact with airline companies.
With the exception of passenger facing crew on the
aircraft, contact with staff is quite often a result of a
problem or issue faced by the passenger, and the way in
which contact is handled will determine the strength of
any relationship.
Customer Power asks airline passengers to rate a
number of brands on over 20 product, service and
communication attributes and from advanced analytics
we are able to derive their importance. The most
important factors are mainly customer service related,
and down to competitive prices.

Key Airline Customer Priorities
Derived importance vs
RELATIONSHIP OVERALL

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Treats customers fairly
Overall service provided
Listening to you
Quality of dealing with
and solving problems/issues
Treats me as an individual

The handling of issues and problem resolution can
have a direct impact on customer loyalty; if handled
well then customers can become happier than they
were originally, but if handled poorly then it can result
in them rapidly becoming disconnected. An airline
brand that is able to deliver good customer service
and show it is listening to its customers is likely to
differentiate itself from the rest.
Airlines brands, and almost all customer facing brands
in other industries, need to reflect that the way they
deal with customers and the communication
messages they use, need to adapt to the different
customer connected segments.

For example, for Connected customers the important
factors are personalisation related; for Indifferent it is
about listening more and being clearer particularly
with issue resolution; whereas for Disconnected the
focus should also be around fairness, understanding
needs and being ethical. Due to these relationships
being in a weaker position, interestingly we see value
for money becoming more critical, along with a need
to be offered something different.

Key Airline Customer Priorities by Engagement Level
Derived importance vs Relationship overall
FULLY
CONNECTED

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

INDIFFERENT

DISCONNECTED

Treats customers fairly

Listening to you

Treats customers fairly

Lets you communicate
how and when suits you

Clarity of communication

Offer new and innovative
products and services

Clarity of communication

Personalise their approach to
your needs

Understanding your needs

Relevance of
communications

Quality of dealing with and
solving issues/requests

Ethical

Personalise their approach
to your needs

Treats me as an individual

Value for money

THE CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE
Having determined what is important to customers
of airline brands, we can then look at how they are
performing on those elements in meeting the needs
of customers.

In an industry where interaction with people is being
restricted due to advances in technology replacing key
services, it is crucial for airlines to get it right when the
need arises. We also know of the importance in
determining customer effort, with too much being
counteractive to the relationship.

Across the airline industry as a whole there is room for
improvement, with top 2 box satisfaction rarely getting
above 50% for the key elements driving customer
loyalty. Performance on listening to customers and
being able to deal with and solving any problems
being weakest.
The standard of service being received by customers is
wide and varied, with a performance gulf between the
strongest and weakest brands.

Average brand

MOST IMPORTANT

Overall Sector Relationship Score 2015
Top 2 box %

49

TREATS ITS CUSTOMERS FAIRLY

56

OVERALL SERVICE THEY PROVIDE
LISTENING TO YOU
QUALITY OF DEALING
WITH AND SOLVING YOUR
PROBLEMS/REQUESTS
TREATING YOU AS AN INDIVIDUAL

42
40
45
56

STAFF PROFESSIONALISM
ABILITY TO OFFER
NEW AND INNOVATIVE
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
THE CLARITY OF THEIR
COMMUNICATION WITH YOU

46
53

UNDERSTANDING,
EMPATHY OF STAFF
ABILITY TO PERSONALISE THEIR
APPROACH TO YOUR NEEDS

49
42
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17
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EASE &
PERSONALISATION
Another major aspect of brand relationships today, in
the age of micro-marketing, is the ability to personalise
and tailor products, services and communications to
meet individual needs. This is particularly true where
consumers interact via digital and mobile channels,
which capture a great wealth of information about a
particular person’s preferences. Brands need to show
they understand individual customers by listening to
them, and recognising their needs and expectations.
This in turn will allow them to be able to deliver the
personalised experience that is being demanded. The
importance of the role that staff play and the need for
‘softer skills’ of communication is also essential.
Factor analysis on the 20 plus different product, service
and communications attributes measured in Customer
Power identifies those that are strongly associated are
being ‘easy to do business with’ and ’personalisation’;
the most critical are highlighted in the chart below:
‘Ease of dealing with’ ranking

Personalisation ranking

Range of products/services
they offer

Quality of dealing with and
solving your problems/requests

Ability to offer new and
Listening to you
innovative products and services
Relevancy of products to me

Staff knowledge

Easy to understand products

Treating you as an individual

Simplicity/ease of use

Treats its customers fairly

‘Ease of dealing with’
ranking

‘Personalisation’
ranking

4.5

4.0

AIRLINE AVERAGE

3.5

AIRLINE AVERAGE

3.0

Understanding, empathy of staff
The clarity of their
communication with you

2.5

Ability to personalise their
approach to your needs

Four Airline brands consistently rate above average on
both aspects of the experience, with Thomson rating
on average for ease of dealing with, but just below
average for Personalisation. All other brands
consistently rate below average for both aspects,
highlighting a need for improvement.

OUT OF 5:
EXCELLENT

= Excluded from analysis due to low base size

INSPIRING
ACTION
Within this report we’ve highlighted how airline brands
can improve their customer engagement and retention,
and the opportunities that exist for innovative brands
who demonstrate they are listening to their customers.
Our aim was to provide thought provoking content
that inspires you to do something different to impact
your own customer relationships – which we hope
we’ve achieved.
If you’d like to discuss things further, or obtain more
information, just give us a call or send us an email.

There are also three specific ways you can take action
by accessing Harris Customer Power:

SUBSCRIBE TO OUR ONLINE
REPORTING PLATFORM
…giving you the flexibility to use the data as you
wish, create your own cross tabulations, and
personalise your own Powerpoint reports. You can
buy access to all of the data, to one sector only, or to
multiple sectors.

REQUEST A BESPOKE REPORT
…for example, if you want to combine insights across
several sectors.

CREATE A BESPOKE ONLINE SURVEY
…using your own customer sample and our templated
questions and benchmark it with Customer Power
sector data – if your brand isn’t already covered, or
you want to boost the sample size or include your
own segmentation.

Harris Interactive UK
Over the last 15 years, Harris Interactive’s Transport,
Travel, & Tourism Practice has become an industry
leader in providing pivotal research solutions, such as:
•

Identifying the characteristics of the average traveller

•

 nderstanding the motivation for travel and choice
U
of transport mode

•

Exploring the visitor experience

•

 inpointing potential opportunities for commercial
P
development and growth

In a market of continuous change, operators have
become much more customer-focused and research has
taken a prominent role in guiding the development and

implementation of leading edge marketing and
customer service strategies. Having advisors with keen
expertise in the transport business and a set of innovative
research tools to solve client issues is essential in driving
business forward. We undertake a collaborative research
approach which enables us to work closely with our
clients at all stages of the research programme. From
consideration of the initial brief in order to understand
the business objectives and rationale for research, to
questionnaire development and data collection to
ensure the main issues are being addressed in the most
effective way, and finally reporting and analysis to gain
commercial and competitive insight.
Follow us @harrisint_uk
www.harris-interactive.co.uk

OTHER PRODUCTS & SOLUTIONS FROM HARRIS INTERACTIVE

OUR OFFER
THE KEY COMPONENTS
FLEXIBILITY

REAL-TIME
AUTOMATED
ANALYSIS &
REPORTING

LEADING
COMMUNITY
PLATFORM
TECHNOLOGY

HARRIS
INTERACTIVE
COMMUNITIES

FULL SERVICE
RESEARCH
EXPERTISE

SECTOR
EXPERTISE

Harris Communities
Combine the speed, ease, and cost effectiveness of your
own real time research platform with the expertise, value
and impact of a full service research partner. Facilitate an
ongoing conversation with your customers putting them
at the heart of everything you do.

Harris SocialLife
SocialLife is the UK’s most detailed tracker of social media
usage, including a unique segmentation of social media
usage – clients can buy into SocialLife to segment and
profile their own market.

Harris PixelLife
Published January 2015 an ambitious study that evaluates
our lives in front of the screen, for work and leisure,
including detailed profiling and satisfaction across 28
different activities, including gaming – a free report.

Harris Buzz
A free monthly report that has run for over 4 years
– we measure the awareness and excitement of the latest
entertainment and technology releases and stories – each
report includes an “all-time” list for easy reference.

HOW YOU CAN
REACH OUR SPECIALISTS

Debbie Senior
Customer Relationships &
Customer Power

Mark Baldwin
Travel & Tourism Expert

Lynn Tweedale
Travel & Tourism Expert

dsenior@harrisinteractive.co.uk
+44 (0)20 8832 1606

mbaldwin@harrisinteractive.co.uk
+44 (0)20 8832 1620
+44 (0)7989 385941

ltweedale@harrisinteractive.co.uk
+44 (0)20 8832 1618

Lee Langford
SocialLife

Sabrina Qureshi
Online Communities

llangford@harrisinteractive.co.uk
+44 (0)20 8832 1617

squreshi@harrisinteractive.co.uk
+44 (0) 20 8832 1641

